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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description:   6 photos of single family house and townhouses which have from one to seven entry steps.      the great majority of new single family houses are built with steps at all entrances and narrow bathroom doors.



Visit-ability  (Inclusive Home Design) is a 
campaign for meaningful policy requiring a few  
essential  access features in every new home.

• A main floor bathroom with basic 
maneuvering space.

• One zero-step entrance on an 
accessible route—at the back, side or 
front of the home, or through the garage

• All main floor interior passage 
doors with 32 inches clear 
passage space.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description:   3 photos: A grey, single-story house with a zero-step front entrance; a bright yellow interior door in a tan wall;  a floor plan of a half bathroom with a dotted-line rectangle showing maneuvering space and an out-swinging door.Text:   (click thru the three features, then this statement):  Visit-ability  (Inclusive Home Design) is a  campaign for meaningful policy requiring a few  essential  access features in every new home.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description:  (inability to visit friends and relatives) A  Caucasian teenager in a power wheelchair stopped at the bottom of three entry steps on a house; the teen is gazing at a window where a young child can be seen looking out.Visiting matters.  Hanging out in the houses of friends and relatives, being at the boss’s home for a holiday, at a neighbor’s house for a community committee meeting—all there are taken for granted by most people, a key part of enjoying life and being connected.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description:   Photo of an older  African American woman sitting  at a table drinking coffee and reading her mail in a dining room with a purple wall.  Her walker is beside the chair she is sitting on.     Barriers don’t just affect visiting.     They affect remaining in your own house if a disability occurs.   And it’s not just about wheelchair users.   It’s about people who use walkers or have stiffness, weakness  or poor balance.   The way age demographics have changed in past few decades has barely begun  to register on the way we build houses.  The unfortunate results are all around us.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description:  Nine small photos of houses where ramps have been added after the houses had been built.  All but one of the ramps are too steep to meet code.   All around us nowadays we see houses where ramps have been added on. These nine  ramps are all within one square mile in a GA town, and there were many  more within that mile.  The people made do with what they had and you can see that many are too steep for safety.    Furthermore The next owners will probably remove the ramps  because they are  add-on, not an integral part of the home design.   How much better it is to build  homes in a way that ramps do not need to be added or doors widened. For every added ramp we see, there are many more people who have no access to their own house.  In other words, the visible impact of barriers is much smaller than the actual impact.
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Many people lack resources to modify their home.    They spend years
unable to exit  independently or get  through their own bathroom door.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description:    Photo of a middle-aged  African American man sitting in a manual wheelchair in the open front door of his house, with a step immediately in front of his wheelchair.         Some people can have their home modified, like in the previous slide.   But many people lack resources to modify their home.    They spend years unable to exit  their home independently or get  through their own bathroom door.The health implications of the basic barriers in houses are major.



Public Health Effects of Barriers 
in Home Design

• Falls
• Inability to exit 
• Bladder/kidney health
• Caregiver health
• Mental/emotional health
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Visitability advocates received an excellence award from the American Public Health Association.   Advocates were especially glad to get that award because it showed people beginning to realize that home barriers cause major health risks.  Among these are ----Increased falls because there are steps at all entrances     Falls are the leading cause of injury, death, and emergency department visits for people over age 65 year.   (CDC podcast, 2007.)    ----Inability to exit the house in case of fire or other emergencies.----Increased bladder and kidney problems.    Inability to pass through a bathroom door in one’s own home or in homes visited results in chronic self-limiting of liquids, many hours of retaining urine, and other unhealthy practices.----Diminished health of caregivers.      A 2004 study indicated that those persons who provided the most intense care giving reported substantially poorer health than non-caregivers or those with modest care giving responsibilities. (CDC, cited by National Institute of Health.)    Home barriers create a burden.----Increased depression of people who cannot leave their home independently, or sometimes even access their porches independently, because of steps at all entrances. And Increased depression of people for whom architectural barriers in the homes of friends and extended family make it difficult or impossible to take part in gatherings.    



How many houses?

Of new houses built in 2000,  60% 
will have a resident with a long-term, 
severe mobility  impairment at some point 
during the lifetime of the house itself.*

• Journal of the American Planning Association,   Summer, 2008

It is not possible to predict in which houses disability will occur.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of new houses built in 2000,   60% will have a resident with a long-term, severe mobility  impairment at some point during  the lifetime of the house itself.*Journal of the American Planning Association,   Summer, 2008It is not possible to predict in which houses disability will occur.If time seat belt analogy



Cost:  Basic Home Access is Extremely Affordable

Added Cost of the 2 most important features on new houses built on a concrete slab:  
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Zero step entrance:                          $100.00 
5 wider main floor doors  @ $2       $ 10.00 

$110.00
Added Cost of the 2 most important features on new houses built over a basement: 

Zero step entrance:                          $250.00 
5 wider main floor doors  @ $2       $ 10.00 

$260.00
(sources of cost data available on request)

But continuing to build as we are is unaffordable
 Costs of Renovations (retrofits)

 Medical costs due to injuries resulting from barriers
 Increased Institutionalization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Text:   Cost:  Basic Home Access is Extremely Affordable��Added Cost of the 2 most important features on new houses built on a concrete slab:     Zero step entrance:                          $100.00    5 wider main floor doors  @ $2  each    $ 10.00                                                                       Total: $110.00Added Cost of the 2 most important features on new houses built over a basement:          Zero step entrance:                          $250.00          5 wider main floor doors  @ $2       $ 10.00                                                         Total                $260.00                                                         (sources of cost data available on request)But, Continuing to build as we are is unaffordable:Costs of Moving  Costs of Renovations (retrofits)Medical costs due to injuries resulting from barriers   Increased InstitutionalizationThese cost figures have been very widely demonstrated in practice and I can furnish this information on request. [cost of continuing to build as we are]Some progress is being made.   Advocates around the country have worked hard to form Visitability policy, and in some cases have succeeded.



Visit-ability  (Inclusive Home Design) is a 
campaign for meaningful policy
requiring a few  essential  access 
features in every new home.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slides repeats the sentence from slide #3 above.   Emphasize MEANINGFUL POLICY.  Unlike some emphasis on access to all homes, the Visitability movement is defined by not only being about DESIGN, but also about policy—requiring basic access to new homes.   MEANINGFUL policy requires the actual features, not just educating and does not offer tax breaks to builders who put in basic access.   (It may, however, tie requirement to EXISTING financial benefits, such as public funds for housing, etc.    



Broad policies have already been put in place in some locales.   

Law: Every new house with access.  
Pima County/Tucson AZ   (2002)
21,000+ Visitable houses up as of 2012.

Law: Every new house with access.
Bolingbrook IL, near Chicago  (2002)
3,700+ Visitable houses up as of 2012—
nearly all with basements.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description:  A photo of one of the  Visitable houses resulting from the Pima County law, showing a single-story,  salmon-colored adobe-type house typical of southwestern architecture.  A second photo of a Visitable  house resulting from the Bolingbrook law showing a two-story grey brick house.   Some people say a law requiring home access can’t be accomplished ---but in fact, in some places  it already has been accomplished.    Besides inflated cost estimates, opponents of Visitability policy often bring forth supposed  Construction complexities and supposed enforcement complexities.    But the thousands of houses built as a result of ordinances and other strategies have definitively disproved the validity of these objections.    Some progress has been made at the federal level as well.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is pressing for policy important?   Because the financial cost of basic access on new houses is low,  and the impact of the features is high.Yes the features are convenient for non disabled parents pushing baby carriages and delivery people moving heavy.   But the heavier impact for children or adults with disabilities is major:  Can the disabled child have a social life, visiting friends and relatives?   Can the older person who had a stroke come back from the hospital to his own home rather than going to a nursing home? 
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The fact remains:  The great majority of new single-family detached houses
and town houses still have steps at all entrances and narrow bathroom doors.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same foto as the first in this presentation.  Description:   6 photos of single family house and townhouses which have from one to seven entry steps.       In spite of some progress, the fact remains that the great majority of new single family houses are built with steps at all entrances and narrow bathroom doors.



Progress does not occur because time passes.

Progress occurs because people take action.
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